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CoreMedical Group Earns Top 10 Travel Nursing Company Distinction
Travel nursing resource website Highway Hypodermics releases 2015 list

Salem, NH—January 2015—CoreMedical Group of Salem, NH, has announced their placement
on the Highway Hypodermics’ List of Top Ten Travel Nursing Companies for 2015. This is the
first year CoreMedical Group made the list, ranking at #8 overall.
The rankings are based on reviews from traveling nurses and therapists, benefits offered by the
traveling agency, and the company’s profile on the Highway Hypodermics’ website. Among the
ten companies on the list, CoreMedical Group achieved the second highest score from reviews
posted by travel nurses and therapists on the website.
"We couldn't be more pleased," said Armand L. Circharo Jr., President & CEO. "What
distinguishes this particular award is that it is not all dollars and market share and it is not
evaluated by financial analysts. It is specifically cited by our customers; the nurses and
therapists that travel with us. It is an acknowledgment of the benefits and support we offer to
our professionals and how we care for them during their assignments," Circharo said. "That
makes it extremely gratifying."
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The list is compiled annually by traveling nurse Epstein LaRue, who owns
www.highwayhypodermics.com, an independent resource website for traveling nurses and
therapists. LaRue is also the author of the Highway Hypodermics Travel Nursing book series.
CoreMedical Group provides nurses, physical therapists, occupational therapists, surgical
technicians, speech language pathologists, and physicians (Locum Tenens) career opportunities
across the U.S. on both a contract (travel) and permanent basis.
Anyone with questions about Core’s travel nursing, allied, or Locum Tenens recruiting services
is welcome to call 800-995-2673 or email info@coremedicalgroup.com.
About CoreMedical Group
CoreMedical Group is a national recruiting and staffing company specializing in travel (contract)
and permanent placement of nurses, allied health professionals, physicians (Locum Tenens),
and healthcare technology (HIT) professionals throughout the United States.
CoreMedical Group was recently named one of the Largest Healthcare Staffing Firms in the U.S.
and one of the Largest Travel Nursing Firms in the U.S. by Staffing Industry Analysts.
For more information about Core, please visit www.coremedicalgroup.com. You may also
contact:
Lisa Charland, Marketing Specialist
800.995.2673 x1519
Lisa.Charland@CoreMedicalGroup.com

